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Market Overview 
Yesterday, Hong Kong stocks fell as investors assessed China’s newest 
economic data and the impact of possible US sanctions on the city’s 
businesses. Alibaba-SW (9988 HK) slumped 4.3% amid report on US 
proposal to blacklist Alibaba’s affiliate Ant Group. The Hang Seng Index 
dropped by 508pts to 24,158pts with a turnover of HKD130.5b. Investors 
are waiting for China economics data released next Monday, including 3Q 
GDP, Sept industrial production, Sept retail sales and Sept unemployment 
rate. According to ig.com, the Hang Seng Index will open c.100pts higher 
this morning to c.24,250pts. 

Sector News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Macau Gaming 
China’s move to criminalize any efforts to organize and solicit mainland residents for the purposes of 
gambling abroad. Market believes this move will definitely negative for Macau junkets' businesses. The 
report did not clarify the definition of “cross-border” gambling. Market believed Macau is usually not 
considered as a “cross-border” location. Hence, some analysts believed that as potentially a positive 
thing for Macau, which will be the only part of the country where casino gambling is legal. In addition, 
this move is expected to be a continuation of policy in China of trying to limit gambling in foreign 
countries and reducing associated money outflows to other countries. In the longer run, market expected 
to see China’s actions of trying to stamp out illegal online gambling and making it more difficult to 
gamble overseas, as benefit to Macau as it is viewed as a safe place to go for gaming activity within 
China. Yet, Macau gaming sector reacted negatively after the news, investors have to keep an eye on 
whether this move will adversely affect the upcoming weekly gross gaming revenue data. 
 
China Renewable  
At the 2020 Beijing International Wind Energy Conference, representatives of wind power companies 
passed the “Beijing Declaration on Wind Power”. The declaration proposes that the 14th Five-Year Plan 
(FYP) should lay out a wind power development target compatible with the state’s carbon neutrality 
strategy, and ensure >50GW of annual newly-installed wind power capacity on average during the period 
and >60GW after 2025E. Market expected wind power to continue to play an important role in China’s 
carbon neutrality, and new capacity to rise progressively during the 14th FYP period. 

Company News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Uni-President China (220 HK) 
Its share price surged after an analyst expected that its upcoming 3Q20E results on 11 Nov will be a short-
term catalyst. For 3Q20E, market expected beverage sales to revert to positive growth with margin 
expansion supported by PET benefit and sales leverage. Meanwhile, sales of instant noodles are expected 
to decelerate to mid- to high-single-digit growth in 3Q20E. In addition, market expected margin 
expansion from operating expense savings to lead to earnings growth in 3Q20E.  
 
Ganfeng Lithium (1772 HK)  
Ganfeng Lithium share price surged after the company reported a positive profit alert, expecting 9M20 
net profit to increase 0.3%-10.9% YoY to RMB330m-RMB365m under PRC GAAP. Its implied 3Q20 net profit 
came within the range of RMB174m-RMB209m, up 420%-525% YoY from 3Q19’s RMB33m. The company 
attributes the strong set of results to: (1) increased production and sales volume; (2) higher utilization; 
(3) fair value gains from rising stock price of Pilbara. 



 
Pacific Basin Shipping (2343 HK) 
Its management was bullish for 4Q20E and 2021E based on improving industry fundamentals leading to 
higher freight rates, with their optimism highlighted by plans to acquire secondhand vessels. They stated 
that positive industry fundamentals were driven by: (1) strong demand led by minor bulk and China with 
global cargo loadings higher YoY; (2) grain demand will be key catalyst into year-end given 4Q is high 
season with YTD grain volumes already 8% higher; (3) net supply growth peaked, esp. with 
Supramax/Handysize fleet growth of only 1.6% in 2021; and (4) newbuilding deliveries peaked and new 
newbuilding orders will remain low. 
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